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And the Music Plays On
By: James R. Solloway, CFA, Managing Director, Senior Portfolio Manager
•
•
•

While developed market equity valuations are somewhat elevated and credit spreads narrow, we think it’s premature
to adopt a strongly defensive investment stance.
We think there is still substantial room for equities to run to the upside. In fixed-income markets, we know better than
to bet against the power of the world’s central banks.
One thing is clear: equity markets in the advanced economies remain dependent on earnings growth. A turnaround in
Europe is one of the keys to global market performance in the months ahead.

“When the music stops, in terms of liquidity, things will be
complicated. But as long as the music is playing, you’ve
got to get up and dance. We’re still dancing.” When former
Citigroup CEO Chuck Prince uttered those infamous words
in a Financial Times interview seven long years ago (July
2007), there were already signs of stress and strain in the
economy and the financial system. Housing starts in the
U.S. had peaked in 2005 and were already down by more
than a third. Home prices, as measured by the CaseShiller 20-City Composite Home Price Index, had peaked
in July 2006 and drifted down by 3.7% (a mere blip
compared to what was to come, but still significant since
home prices were considered impervious to market
declines on a national basis). In the meantime, serious
problems were becoming manifest in the sub-prime
mortgage market, with several subprime lenders declaring
bankruptcy beginning in February 2007.
While the current backdrop is not nearly as dire, Mr.
Prince’s comments still come to mind, as the current bull
market, up more than 150% in price-only terms since
March 2009 (as measured by the S&P 500), enters its
sixty-fourth month. As Exhibit 1 shows, the equity rally now
exceeds the average bull market in both duration and
magnitude. Given this impressive performance and
longevity, the big question should be obvious: how much
longer is it safe to remain on the dance floor?
In our opinion, the music can play on for quite a while. It’s
even possible that the current bull market could approach
the four “granddaddy bulls” circled in Exhibit 1. These
previous experiences encompassed the mega-bull
markets of 1921-29, 1947-61, 1974-87 and 1987-2000 (the
latter two mega-bulls separated by the short but
substantial August-December 1987 bear). These four bull
markets recorded price gains that were two-to-three times
the magnitude of the current bull and two-to-three times its
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duration. Of course, by the end of those big runs, equities
were extremely overvalued and highly vulnerable to the
underlying deterioration in economic and financial
fundamentals that subsequently occurred.
Exhibit 1: Dancing Bulls

Sources: Data are computed from the S&P 500 since 1957 and S&P 90
from 1926 to 1957. Data before 1926 are from Cowles and Associates,
interpolated by Professor Robert Shiller from annual data.

We are not saying that the odds favor another bull run of
such tremendous proportions. However, we do think there
is still substantial room for equities to run to the upside—
not just in the U.S., but elsewhere in the world too—
without a bear-market correction (that is, a decline of 20%
or more). This optimistic expectation does not rule out a
garden-variety correction of 10% or more, as we have
noted often in prior reports. Indeed, the fact that equityprice corrections in most developed markets have been
rather shallow since 2012 has been one of the most
surprising features of the current advance.
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Exhibit 3: The Twist in the VIX
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In recent weeks, market observers have focused
increasingly on the lack of equity-price volatility—a feature
that is shared by other asset classes, including bonds,
commodities and currencies. The Chicago Board Options
Exchange’s implied volatility index, also known as the VIX,
fell in June to a current (spot) price of 10.6. This level was
last broached in February 2007, near the tail end of the
previous bull market cycle. Not surprisingly, the recent
reading is viewed with concern by many market observers,
since a very low VIX is often interpreted as a sign of
excessive investor complacency.
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Exhibit 2: How Low Can Vol Go?
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Second, while the current spot level of the VIX is low, the
futures curve suggests that expectations are less
complacent than one might think. Exhibit 3 highlights three
VIX futures curves: the current futures curve, the curve
that prevailed just before the “taper tantrum” volatility spike
seen last May, and the curve that was seen in February
2007 around the time the sub-prime crisis was just starting
to register on investors’ radar screens.
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While we agree the current reading of the implied volatility
index suggests that the equity market is vulnerable to
unexpected bad news, there are some points worth
making. First, the VIX can meander at extremely low levels
for an extended period, as shown in Exhibit 2. Between
1993 and 1996, a time when the S&P 500 Index advanced
a cumulative 50%, the VIX traded around 10 on a
consistent basis.

Days
Sources: CBOE, SEI
The VIX, calculated from options contracts on the S&P 500 Index, is an
estimate of the expected 30-day volatility, in percentage terms, of the
S&P 500. VIX futures are contracts of varying length that are settled at a
specified date in the future based on the initial and final values of the VIX
Index.

Notice that, while the current spot rate of the VIX is near
that of February 2007, the term structure (the values
traders expect the VIX to take at various points in the
future) is considerably steeper. This implies that VIX
traders anticipate a more substantial rise in equity volatility
over the next few months than they did seven years ago.
By contrast, VIX expectations are tamer than they were
prior to the market’s taper tantrum last year, when the
Federal Reserve (Fed) surprised markets by announcing
its intention to taper its bond purchases. The higher term
structure that prevailed last year may have limited the
downside reaction to the Fed’s surprise announcement.
The S&P suffered a mere 5.8% peak-to-trough correction
(although other risky assets, notably commodities and
emerging-market issues, sustained more serious
declines). Thus, it’s possible that an unexpected piece of
bad news could elicit a more substantial correction in
large-cap equities in today’s market than we saw last
summer. Valuations are somewhat higher, and investors
are not hedging against a possible decline as
aggressively. But the extent of any equity-market decline
should still be limited in the near term, because economic
fundamentals remain sound. Just as important, debt
levels—especially among households and banks—remain
well below the levels that deepened the crisis of 20072009.
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Is the Party Over? We Don’t Think So.

Exhibit 5: Round and Round, But Not Upside Down

We believe the current bull market can continue as long as
favorable trends remain intact in several key areas: the
labor market, interest rates, consumer attitudes, and
valuations. The labor market, which had been a drag on
the recovery for years, has turned in a steady series of
positive reports. Nonfarm payrolls have expanded by more
than 200,000 per month for the past several months, a
trend that we expect to continue. Headline and long-term
unemployment are both down as well. These two key
trends are shown in Exhibit 4.
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Exhibit 4: The Labor-Market Two Step
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Sources: Federal Reserve, NBER
As of 5/31/2014; shaded bars indicate periods of economic recession.

Another encouraging trend is the slow-but-continued
improvement in consumer-confidence surveys. Sustained
improvement in the labor market should prove supportive
of consumer sentiment and activity.
The housing market is also worth mentioning. Home sales
are not on pace to set any records, but inventories are low
and affordability is good, as shown in Exhibit 6.
Exhibit 6: House Music You Can Dance To
NAR Housing Affordability Index

Sources: BLS, ECRI
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The current shape of the yield curve also argues against
an imminent downturn. Historically, recessions have been
preceded by yield-curve inversion—that is, short-term
interest rates exceed longer-term rates as the central bank
tightens monetary policy in order to slow economic activity
and prevent inflation. As Exhibit 5 shows, today’s yield
curve, as measured by the difference between 10-year
and 2-year Treasury yields, is nowhere near the levels that
have preceded the last three U.S. recessions.
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Importantly, these labor market improvements are
expected to continue. According to the Bureau of Labor
Services, the number of job openings in the U.S. has
begun to rise rapidly. In addition, business sentiment has
begun to improve markedly. These developments suggest
that payroll employment will continue to increase, and that
the unemployment rate will continue to decline. This, in
turn, should bolster incomes and provide a solid
foundation for further growth in consumer spending and
the economy as a whole.

220

Source: National Association of Realtors
Quarterly data through 3/31/2014; an index of 100 means that a family
with median income earns exactly the income needed to qualify to
purchase the median-priced home. Currently, a family with median
income earns 74% more than is needed to buy a median-priced home.

Like housing, equity valuations also remain reasonable.
While they may not be at bargain-basement levels, they
are not wildly expensive either. Taken as a whole, these
factors should be powerful enough to support a positive
outlook. While we’re not predicting the magnitude of
returns seen in recent years, we do think equity markets
can provide returns in line with the growth of earnings per
share.
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What Could Stop the Music?
The currently fragile nature of the global economic
recovery certainly must rank near the top of the likely
economic, monetary and political issues that could provide
the impetus for a more substantial pullback in equity
markets than the brief and modest declines sustained
since early 2012. In the U.S., investors were tolerant of the
2.9% annualized shortfall in inflation-adjusted GDP during
the first quarter, since much of it resulted from the
unusually severe winter weather that struck a large swath
© 2014 SEI

We believe one important key to a stronger and broader
expansion can be found in the housing market. Although
residential investment as a percent of GDP is relatively
small at about 2.5%, its contribution to growth is much
greater, owing to its historical volatility. Prior to 1990,
housing booms and busts were quite common. Recovery
phases would witness a doubling of construction activity
within a two-to-three year timeframe. Construction also
has a powerful multiplier effect. Not only does it create
high-paying construction jobs, but it also stimulates
financial activity (such as brokerage and mortgagemaking), infrastructure development (roads, schools) and
the consumption of goods and services (furniture,
appliances and home improvement activity).
Exhibit 7: The U.S. Recovery—Slow Dancing
Recession Periods
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Although we maintain a positive multi-year view, our
longer-term optimism is offset to some degree by our
concern that equities and other risky assets, such as highyield bonds, may be a bit ahead of themselves in the near
term. How bad does the news have to get to elicit a more
serious market decline? We find it remarkable, for
example, how impervious to nasty surprises the upward
march in equities has been. According to Ned Davis
Research, the S&P 500 Index has gone 1,000 trading days
(since October 3, 2011) without a correction of more than
10%. There have been only four other episodes since
1946 when the market has managed a longer stretch
without a garden-variety correction; 1962-1966 (1,205
days), 1984-87 (1,127 days), 1990-97 (2,553 days) and
2003-2007 (1,673 days). Using the MSCI USA Index, the
string isn’t quite as impressive (514 days), but still is
unusually long. Indeed, the last correction in the MSCI
USA Index (April to June 2012) barely qualified by our
definition, with the measure sustaining a peak-to-trough
drop of only 10.1%.
Other countries that have enjoyed unusually long winning
streaks without a 10% correction (again using MSCI
country indexes as yardsticks) include Malaysia (672
days), New Zealand (640 days), Canada (523 days), the
Netherlands (522 days), Germany (514 days), Norway
(512 days) and Taiwan (504 days). These prolonged
rallies have occurred despite a variety of headwinds. They
include: (1) domestic growth concerns (the U.S., the
Netherlands, Australia), (2) persistently poor earnings
trends (Australia, Canada, Germany, New Zealand), (3)
the slowest global recovery of any cycle in the post-World
War II period, (4) Chinese debt and property bubble
worries and (5) the ratcheting up of geo-political tensions
in the Middle East, Ukraine and Crimea, and the East and
South China sea. All these headwinds have been met with
a collective shrug of the shoulders by investors. Over the
1,000 days the S&P 500 Index has gone without a 10%
correction, we saw the worst of the European debt crisis
that culminated with European Central Bank (ECB)
President Draghi’s “whatever-it-takes” pronouncement, the
U.S. fiscal-cliff drama at the end of 2012, the taper tantrum
in May to June 2013, another U.S. government shutdown
and a second round of debt-ceiling dramatics in October, a
change in Fed leadership, and a surprisingly sharp
pullback in U.S. gross domestic product (GDP) during the
first quarter of this year. Talk about climbing a wall of
worry!

of the country. More timely economic releases point to a
better-than-seasonal bounce-back, with second-quarter
GDP likely topping a 3.0% annual rate by a comfortable
margin. There is no clear sign, however, that growth above
the 3.0% mark can be sustained through the rest of the
year and into 2015, according to economists in surveys
recently conducted by the Wall Street Journal and the
Philadelphia Fed. In fact, one can almost imagine the
economic bears growling in the background. As Exhibit 7
shows, when the year-over-year change in real GDP has
decelerated to a 1.5% year-over-year pace, as it has now,
the economy has frequently fallen into recession. We think
this pattern may be spurious under today’s conditions,
however. It ignores the unusually positive macroeconomic
elements currently in play, the most important of which is
the Fed’s determination to keep interest rates near zero as
long as it takes to boost the pace of the expansion.

Percent Change over Four Quarters

The Global Dance Marathon Continues

Sources: BEA, ECRI
Quarterly data through 3/31/2014

The absence of a sharp cyclical upswing in home sales
and construction has been an important reason why the
U.S. recovery has been so unimpressive. Exhibit 8 on the
next page compares the new home construction market,
as measured by housing starts, against four other major
economies–Canada, the United Kingdom, France and
Japan. From 1990 (near a recessionary low) to the peak in
January, the U.S. housing market increased 136%. By
contrast, the next best performer was Canada. Housing
starts in that country doubled from 1990 into its peak in
4
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Seasonally adjusted indexes of housing starts, rebased to 100 as of
January 1991; monthly data through 4/30/2014.

Since the onset of the housing crisis, all the major
economies have suffered a sharp fall in new home
construction. But the U.S. has suffered the worst collapse
in housing starts, with an incredible 80% peak-to-trough
decline. Although activity has improved more decisively in
the U.S. than elsewhere since the April 2009 low, the level
of new housing starts is no higher today than it was 24
years ago. Of particular concern is the apparent relapse of
the housing sector since the mid-2013 taper tantrum.
Exhibit 9 highlights the big drop in mortgage applications
(encompassing new mortgages for home purchases as
well as the re-financing of existing mortgages) and the rate
on fixed-rate mortgages. Although mortgage rates have
drifted lower in recent months, and lending standards are
easing, the mortgage market remains moribund.
First-time homebuyers are essentially locked out of the
housing market, limiting the natural progression of trading
up to bigger homes by existing owners. In addition, the
trade-up market has been constrained because the
percentage of mortgages that are upside-down (where the
principal remaining on a given mortgage is more than the
value of the house) is still historically high. The good news:
the percentage of borrowers with negative equity has been
cut by more than half in the past five years to about 12%.
The recovery in home prices, meanwhile, acts as a
double-edged sword. On the plus side, rising home prices
have restored households’ net worth. On the minus side,
they tend to reduce housing affordability, which puts firsttime homebuyers at a disadvantage. It’s worth noting that
starts of multi-family units (condos and apartment
buildings) have already attained their highest level since
the 1980s. Single-family homes, by contrast, remain
almost two-thirds below the January 2006 peak. That said,
© 2014 SEI
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Exhibit 9: Lending Does the Limbo
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Exhibit 8: Dancing with the Starts

affordability remains at multi-year highs, as Exhibit 6 on
page 3 shows.

2006

June 2004–some 19 months before U.S. new-home
construction activity topped out. The U.K. and France both
enjoyed housing expansions of about 50% over the 15
years ended 2005. Japan, by contrast, saw starts fall by
about one-third by the mid-2000s, a victim of poor
demographic trends and the country’s economic
stagnation.

Sources: Mortgage Bankers Association, SEI
Weekly data through 5/30/2014

The U.S. isn’t the only country suffering a prolonged
housing-related hangover. Indeed, it may not even have
the biggest housing problem nowadays. A recent report by
the International Monetary Fund examined the price of
homes relative to income and the cost of renting. On both
measures (the income-relative measure is shown in
Exhibit 10), the U.S. housing market appears reasonably
valued. By contrast, Canada ranks as one of the most
expensive housing markets in the world. Canada avoided
the sub-prime mania, and was subject to a remarkably
brief and shallow economic recession versus its peers. As
a result, the housing market did not implode, and
households were not forced to engage in deleveraging.
Unfortunately, this very success has created a new set of
problems: home prices in the country look to be in bubble
territory, and household debt as a percent of GDP
continues to push sharply higher.
Exhibit 10: Mortgage Debt Dances with the Devil
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To conclude, the housing sector holds a number of risks,
depending on the country. In the U.S., without the strong
recovery in home sales and housing starts that we expect,
it would be difficult to push beyond 2.0% GDP growth on a
sustained basis. It could also prolong the anemic growth
trends in payrolls and wages. By contrast, the housing
sector is a source of angst in Britain, because certain parts
of the market are booming. If the BOE decides to lean
against the housing market by increasing rates (market
expectations of the first rate hike have been moved up to
the end of this year), it could worsen the earnings pressure
that trade-sensitive industries in the U.K. are already
facing as a result of sterling’s sharp appreciation against
the dollar and euro. Finally, Canada faces an even thornier
problem in the form of a highly indebted household sector
and an exceedingly overvalued housing market, especially
in cities such as Vancouver. Although it does not face a
reckoning along the lines of the U.S. in 2007-09, we harbor
a suspicion that the country may have simply deferred its
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Exhibit 12: The Boys in the Band
Total Central Bank Assets
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The Fed’s tapering of its Treasury and mortgage-backed
securities purchases is just starting to show up in the data.
However, compared to all the other major central banks in
the chart (with the notable exception of Japan), it remains
in distinctly easing mode—at least for another few months.
The BOE had been quite aggressive in expanding its
balance sheet during the worst of the financial crisis in
2008. It then engaged in a second round of asset
expansion in 2011-2012, easing off the accelerator as
economic recovery took hold more convincingly last year.
Meanwhile, the Bank of Japan (BOJ) continues to pursue
a policy of credit expansion with no end date in sight. BOJ
Governor Haruhiko Kuroda has been quite clear about his
intent to keep growing the central bank’s balance sheet at
a phenomenal rate until inflation expectations are firmly
anchored closer to the Bank’s 2.0% target rate. In a May
23 interview with the Wall Street Journal, Kuroda said the
BOJ is only “half way” to its goal, and thus it was
premature to discuss any tapering of its quantitative easing
efforts. In any event, after a slow start compared to the
other central banks, the BOJ is making up for lost time.
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We think it’s safe to say that the aggressive actions of the
world’s central banks are a driving force behind the
extended rally in equities and other risky assets. In the
past month, even the ECB has taken steps to further ease
monetary conditions in an attempt to jump start eurozone
economic growth and lean against the disinflationary price
trends threatening the European recovery. Exhibit 12 is a
chart we have used previously in these reports. It provides
a handy monetary policy reference guide to the major
central banks’ activities.

2009

Exhibit 11: Home Prices Dance on the Ceiling

Monetary Policy: Cut Loose, Footloose

2008

Exhibit 11 provides a 20-year view of home prices
internationally. Over this span, real home prices have
increased the most in the U.K and in Ireland, although the
latter has had a much bigger housing bust–down about
45% since the first quarter of 2008. Of the eight countries
tracked in the chart, only Japan and Germany have
experienced an outright decline in home prices on an
inflation-adjusted basis.

date with debt deleveraging instead of escaping the need
altogether.

2007

The United Kingdom is another country where a strong
housing market and booming pricing (at least in London
and the South East) have stirred concerns of an emerging
bubble. The Bank of England (BOE) has already issued
numerous warnings that interest rates may need to rise if
other “macro prudential” measures, such as higher down
payments and lending caps on mortgages, fail to take
some air out of the market. Meanwhile, eurozone countries
(such as Belgium, France and the Netherlands) that exhibit
elevated housing costs have little flexibility to respond,
even if they prefer to be proactive in addressing the issue,
since monetary policy is set by the ECB.

Sources: Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas, national sources, SEI
Weekly data through 6/20/2014, indexed to 100 at start of 2007

The ECB continues to be the odd man out when it comes
to the direction of change in its balance sheet. However,
that might be changing. In June, Draghi announced a 10basis point lowering of the Bank’s main refinancing rate
from 0.25% to 0.15%, as well as a rate of negative 0.10%
on deposits of excess reserves. He promised a less
conservative approach to the Bank’s Securities Markets
6

Program purchases, a change that should add €150 billion
of fresh liquidity to the program. The Bank will also offer
long-term refinancing operations (TLTRO) aimed at
expanding credit to non-financial private businesses. The
last policy move effectively provides banks with €400
billion of 3-to-4 year funding at 25 basis points and is
conceptually based on the BOE’s Funding for Lending
Scheme (FLS). Given the stickiness of the euro versus the
U.S. dollar (the euro has weakened only modestly since
last month’s policy changes), there is evidently a certain
amount of skepticism about whether these measures will
work. The main refinancing rate decline, for example, is
very small. Indeed, it is dwarfed by the change in nearterm inflation rate differentials; U.S. inflation has picked up,
while Europe’s is easing. Even the negative deposit rate
on excess reserves is not as big a deal as some might
think. Exhibit 13 shows that overnight reserves on deposit
with the ECB have declined dramatically, from €800 billion
in the first half of 2012 to almost €25 billion currently.
Exhibit 13: Let’s Spend the (Over) Night Together
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will be forced to do more, including some form of
quantitative easing. In any event, we are watching for
signs of growth in money and credit and a more
substantial easing in monetary policy that will place
additional downward pressure on the euro. In the absence
of such measures, it’s hard to see the region’s economy
turning around in a meaningful way. Given the sharp
improvement in periphery stocks and bonds in the past two
years, any economic relapse may be reflected in a serious
price correction in periphery assets, as investors express
their disappointment.
In the U.S., the changing economic landscape poses a
different challenge. As the Fed tries to normalize its policy
settings by ending QE bond-buying operations, we need to
be on the lookout for a negative market reaction. As shown
in Exhibit 14, the stock market registered sharp, albeit
brief, corrections following the end of the first round of
quantitative easing (QE1) in 2010 and again in 2011 (QE
2) when the second round ended. More recently, stocks
wobbled in mid-2013 when Ben Bernanke announced the
Fed’s intention to taper its bond purchases toward the end
of that year.
Exhibit 14: Don’t Stop
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The biggest hope for a change for the better in the
eurozone rests on the shoulders of the TLTROs. In our
opinion, this new credit facility helps, but it’s probably not
the game changer Draghi makes it out to be. First, it’s
limited to small- and medium-sized non-financial
companies. That’s better than bailing out only
governments and banks, as the original LTROs in late
2011 and early 2012 did. But it does little directly for
households; in fact, the scheme specifically prevents the
use of these funds for mortgage lending (which happened
to be the most effective part of the FLS program
championed by the BOE). Loans to eurozone businesses,
meanwhile, continue to contract on a year-over-year basis.
Perhaps this program will stanch the contraction. But it is
hardly the stuff of which economic booms are made. At a
capacity of €400 billion, it doesn’t offset even half the
decline (€978 billion) in ECB assets that has occurred
since June 2012.
And so the danger that the ECB is not doing enough to
ensure economic growth and a better-functioning financial
system remains. Recent economic data continue to point
toward a modest recovery in the eurozone, but the pace of
improvement is slow and fragile. We still expect the ECB
© 2014 SEI

Of course, one cannot blame the equity market’s negative
reaction entirely on stop-and-go QE policies. Other factors
come into play. In 2010, the full dimension of the periphery
debt crisis was just starting to dawn on investors. More
generally, the U.S. and global recovery was in its early
stages and it was feared that there would be an economic
relapse as the U.S. central bank withdrew its support. In
2011, the ending of QE2 coincided with a shutdown of the
federal government and the debt-ceiling debacle that
raised the unthinkable possibility of a technical default by
the U.S. Treasury.
We are nonetheless struck by the consistency displayed
by equities (a characteristic not shared by bonds) through
the various iterations of QE policy. There has been a
definite tendency for stocks to appreciate when the Fed is
providing liquidity to the financial markets with its bond
purchases. When that liquidity source is taken away—or
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even the possibility of removal is mentioned—stocks have
hit an air pocket of some consequence.
Equities and other risky assets are not pre-ordained to
decline just because the Fed stops bringing bigger and
bigger punch bowls to the party. We are not expecting an
actual decline in the Fed’s securities holdings or an
outright increase in the Fed’s key interest rate in the
immediate future. Since the ending of QE has been well
telegraphed, the odds do not favor a rerun of last
summer’s taper tantrum. The only question, in our view, is
whether the underlying economy will be strong enough to
stand on its own without extraordinary help from the Fed. If
better GDP growth fails to materialize owing to a weak
housing market or some other factor, there could indeed
be a market reaction similar to those of the previous two
exits from QE.
While the Fed is on course to end its bond purchases,
more uncertainty surrounds the timing of the first hike in
the federal funds rate and its subsequent trajectory. The
policy makers at the Fed judge the long-term equilibrium
level of the funds rate to be in the 3.5%-to-4% range.
Investor opinion regarding the initiation of a new rate-hike
cycle, meanwhile, has been vacillating between early- and
mid-2015, depending upon the latest utterance of some
Fed Governor. Of course, the most important voice is that
of new Fed Chair Janet Yellen. She has been quick to
downplay the recent acceleration in the CPI inflation rate
(Exhibit 15) as “noise.”
Exhibit 15: Make Some Noise
U.S. Consumer Price Inflation
Percent change from a year ago
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We find Ms. Yellen’s nonchalance regarding recent
inflation trends to be a bit unnerving. Granted, the Fed’s
actual inflation benchmark (the core personal consumption
expenditures chained price index published by the Bureau
of Economic Analysis) is still comfortably below the Fed’s
2% target. But even that measure has strengthened to a
year-over-year rate of 1.5%, its strongest reading in more
than a year. Although the Federal Open Market Committee
(the operating arm of the Federal Reserve) unanimously
approved the latest decision to keep interest rates near
© 2014 SEI

zero, we anticipate that the division between hawks and
doves will soon resurface. This has the potential of raising
uncertainty among market participants as we head into the
end of the year. If U.S. inflation continues to accelerate–an
outcome that carries a relatively high probability, in our
view–concerns may arise that that the Fed is falling behind
the curve. This, in turn, could raise fears that the Fed will
be forced to raise interest rates at a quicker pace than
originally envisioned. Such a scenario does not appear to
be baked into asset prices, and could prove a challenge
for risky assets of all stripes.
Finally, any assessment of future risks affecting global
equities would be incomplete without reference to the
political and geo-political landscapes. The recent
European Union parliamentary elections highlighted the
political ferment in the region. Anti-immigration, antiestablishment parties in the United Kingdom, France,
Greece and elsewhere made substantial gains. Although
they remain in the minority, these protest parties are likely
to build on their successes and make further inroads within
their respective countries.
In the U.K., the United Kingdom Independence Party
(UKIP) is complicating Prime Minister David Cameron’s reelection strategy, and forcing his Conservative Party to the
right. In the near-term, investors need to pay attention to
the referendum vote on Scottish independence coming up
in September. It is widely assumed that Scotland’s voters
will opt to remain a part of the U.K., but if the outcome is
close, it could be a harbinger of more tumultuous votes to
come, including the next parliamentary elections and the
referendum on continued U.K. membership in the
European Union that Mr. Cameron has promised to hold in
2017.
In addition to the Scottish referendum, Brazil (October)
and the U.S. (November) will hold elections that could
change investors’ calculus. However, the greatest potential
for market disruptions can be found in three geo-political
hot spots: the Ukraine, Iraq and Syria, and the East and
South China Seas. The insurgency in Iraq is grabbing the
most headlines at the moment, but the other two problem
areas remain very much in play. The danger of a severe
disruption of Iraqi oil production may not be a large one,
but a limited terrorist event around the Basra oil fields
could elicit an outsized price response.
In Europe, the focus is on the impact of natural gas supply
and pricing. It’s conceivable that Russia could withhold
supplies to Germany and other consumers as a
counterweight to financial and economic sanctions
imposed by Europe. Since this sort of energy blackmail will
be most effective during the winter months, the worst-case
scenario is not likely to become a possible focus of
concern until later in the year. In any event, an oil-price
spike can have an impact on the global economy. There
have been seven occasions when oil prices have climbed
more than 80% on a year-over-year basis. Five of those
instances have been associated with the onset of
recession.
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The tension between China and its neighbors is also a
possible source of market volatility. The most serious
problem is the long-running confrontation with Japan over
the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands. In April, President Obama
reiterated Japan’s right of administration over the islands;
he clearly affirmed that the islands “fall within the scope of
Article 5 of U.S.-Japan Treaty of Mutual Co-operation and
Security.” While a military confrontation is another lowprobability event, there would be profound financial
consequences if the two largest countries in the world
engage in even a low-level military conflict.

MSCI Emerging Market/MSCI World Total Return Index (LHS)
MSCI Emerging Markets, Price to Forward Earnings Ratio (RHS)
MSCI World, Price to Forward Earnings Ratio (RHS)
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Up to this point, we have mostly confined ourselves to
speculating about what could go awry in developed
economies and markets. Emerging markets are a harder
call because their cycles are so out of sync with those of
developed markets. Even after a powerful rebound in
recent months, the equity markets of the Brazil, Russia,
India, China and South Africa (BRICS) are no higher in
dollar terms than they were in 2010-11, as highlighted in
Exhibit 16.
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The BRICs Dance to a Different Tune
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Exhibit 17: Emerging Markets Play the Blues

Sources: MSCI, SEI
Daily total returns in U.S. dollars through 6/23/2014, ratio rebalanced to
100 at start of 2004; price-to-forward-earnings-ratio data is monthly.

This valuation gap, with the forward price-to-earnings
(FPE) ratio of the MSCI Emerging Markets Index
languishing around 9-to-11 times since 2011, and the FPE
on the MSCI World Index rising to a recent reading of 15
times, has not been this wide since 2005. The FPE ratios
of Russia (4.7) and China (8.8) are particularly low,
perhaps for good reason. But, on balance, we think it can
be safely said that a great deal of bad news is already
reflected in valuations.
Putting It All Together
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The performance of the biggest emerging markets is poor
in absolute terms; since 2010 it has been simply abysmal
relative to the stock markets of the developed world. As
can be seen in Exhibit 17, the MSCI Emerging Markets
Total Return Index has recorded a 31% relative price
decline versus the MSCI World Total Return Index in U.S.dollar terms. As we have mentioned in previous reports,
slower growth in emerging economies, deteriorating trade
fundamentals, poor corporate governance and political
instability have all played a role, depending on the country.
It’s only been in the past couple of years, however, that the
divergent trends in valuation multiples between emerging
and developed markets have become a leading cause of
the relative price decline.
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While developed market equity valuations are somewhat
elevated and credit spreads narrow, we think it’s
premature to adopt a strongly defensive investment
stance. The global economy continues its slow process of
repair and recovery from the banking crisis of 2007-2009,
the European periphery crisis of 2010-2012 and the
slowing of many developing economies since 2011. The
lack of volatility across asset classes is slightly unnerving,
since all bear markets start in a period of high investor
optimism and complacency. However, there has rarely
been a time when the world’s central banks have been as
intrusive in the financial markets as they are presently.
Zero- and near-zero policy rates, quantitative easing and a
wide variety of extraordinary lending facilities have
provided a backstop to the global economy and continue
to inject large amounts of liquidity into financial markets.
Investors continue to be pushed into riskier investments
(equities, high-yield bonds, and European-periphery and
emerging-market debt) because the major central banks
have purposely made safety and conservatism an
unappealing investment option.
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While an argument can made that the strategies employed
by the central banks are misguided, creating distortions
that will form the basis of the next bear market, we still find
it hard to get truly concerned that the end is nigh. In the
U.S., the economy is rebounding from a truly awful
weather-related contraction during the first quarter. Yet,
even a poor economic performance has failed to keep
corporate earnings from advancing at a good clip; there is
little sign that corporate profit margins are ready to revert
to their historical mean.
Some market turbulence can result as the Fed ends
quantitative easing and speculation about the next
monetary tightening cycle begins in earnest. The power at
the Fed, however, remains firmly in the hands of the
doves, led by Chairwoman Yellen. If there is any real
danger, it is in the possibility that the Fed will let inflation
take hold—but we won’t know that for another year or two
or three. In the meantime, we see the continuation of a
low-interest rate regime, featuring financial liquidity and a
steep, upward-sloping yield curve. These factors provide a
positive economic backdrop for growth through 2015 and
beyond.
Europe remains in a somewhat different economic phase
compared to the U.S., although this has not prevented a
strong equity rally and the return of the periphery back into
investor favor. Following a strong first quarter, there have
been some recent indications of a mild fading of
momentum. The expansion in the region is likely to remain
sub-par, especially compared to the performances of North
America, the U.K. and even Japan. These economic
struggles on the Continent, combined with the nearly
relentless downward pressure on inflation, finally have
galvanized the ECB to pursue a more accommodative
monetary policy. We suspect this policy will become more
aggressive the longer growth remains lackluster.
One thing is clear: equity markets in the advanced
economies remain dependent on earnings growth. We’ve
seen such growth in the U.S., Canada and Japan, but not
in Europe. A turnaround in Europe, in our opinion, is one of
the keys to global market performance in the months
ahead. As in emerging markets, a more selective
approach to Europe, in terms of security, industry and
country focus may be required. At the end of the day,
we’re still dancing, but we are keeping our eyes open.
Strategy Positioning
Broadly speaking, SEI’s equity and fixed-income portfolios
share certain macroeconomic perspectives. First, there is
a constructive view on the U.S. economy, expressed
through a pro-growth and pro-momentum bias. Equity
managers in the U.S. have been moving down the
capitalization spectrum and taking on a somewhat deeper
cyclical exposure. There is a tendency to shy away from
interest-rate sensitive sectors like financials and utilities.

debt; however, some managers have been rotating out of
high-yield debt into bank loans, which have a higher rating.
In core-fixed income strategies, we have an overweight to
the financial sector but are credit-neutral overall. Both
agency and non-agency mortgages are overweight. Derisking is a common theme in investment-grade fixed
income.
Internationally, European equity managers also are
showing a positive momentum tilt. They are overweight
cyclical sectors (industrials, technology and consumer
discretionary) and underweight defensive sectors that are
judged to be too expensive. Financials (large banks),
energy and commodity stocks tend to be underweight
owing to their volatility and uncertain prospects. As in the
U.S., there is a tendency to underweight the mega-caps
and move down the capitalization scale. Fixed-income
managers in Europe, like their U.S. counterparts, tend to
be short duration, and are employing curve-flattener
strategies. They also favor credit and high-yield bonds
versus sovereign debt. In currencies, they remain short the
yen, euro and Canadian dollar against the U.S. dollar.
Managers in Asia are underweight Australia, especially
that country’s major banks, which have very high
valuations. In emerging Asian markets, the emphasis is on
bottom-up stock picking as opposed to a strong macro
point of view. Holdings are concentrated in the information
technology, industrials and consumer discretionary
sectors. The main sources of expected alpha are value
and momentum factors.
In Canada, manager positioning tends to be a bit more
defensive with a heavy underweight relative to benchmark
in financials, energy and materials. Portfolios, however,
are over-weight in the technology and the consumer
sectors.
In emerging-markets, local-currency debt is regaining
favor, but our managers are still underweight their
benchmark. Managers are short duration and have an offbenchmark exposure to corporates. Geographically, Latin
America is overweight and Europe is underweight.
Alternatives strategies are operating along similar lines as
the equity and fixed-income managers. The bias in equity
portfolios is toward growth and momentum; gross equity
exposure is at a post-crisis peak, while net exposure is
near its highest level in two years. Event-driven strategies
are strongly focused on opportunities in the equity market
as merger-and-acquisition activity accelerates, dividends
increase and stock buybacks continue at a strong pace.

Fixed-income funds are overweight credit. In the high-yield
space, we remain overweight CCC rated versus BB rated
© 2014 SEI
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Index Definitions
The Chicago Board Options Exchange Volatility Index, or VIX, uses option prices on the S&P 500 to estimate the implied
volatility of the S&P 500 Index over the next 30 days. Options are derivative contracts that give a buyer the right (and
impose upon the seller an obligation, if called upon by the buyer) to buy or sell an underlying security at a specified price,
usually for a specified period of time. A higher VIX number indicates greater expected volatility, and an increase in the VIX
is often associated with higher risk aversion among investors.
The MSCI Brazil Index is designed to measure the performance of the large- and mid-cap segments of the Brazilian
market.
The MSCI Canada Index is designed to measure the performance of the large- and mid-cap segments of the Canada
market.
The MSCI China Index captures large- and mid-cap representation across China H shares, B shares, Red chips and P
chips.
The MSCI Emerging Markets Index captures large- and mid-cap representation across 23 Emerging Markets (EM)
countries.
The MSCI Germany Index is designed to measure the performance of the large- and mid-cap segments of the German
market.
The MSCI India Index is designed to measure the performance of the large- and mid-cap segments of the Indian market.
The MSCI Malaysia Index is designed to measure the performance of the large- and mid-cap segments of the Malaysian
market.
The MSCI Netherlands Index is designed to measure the performance of the large- and mid-cap segments of the
Netherlands market.
The MSCI New Zealand Index is designed to measure the performance of the large- and mid-cap segments of the New
Zealand market.
The MSCI Norway Index is designed to measure the performance of the large- and mid-cap segments of the Norwegian
market.
The MSCI Russia Index is a free-float adjusted market capitalization weighted index that is designed to track the equity
market performance of Russian securities listed on MICEX Stock Exchange.
The MSCI South Africa Index is designed to measure the performance of the large- and mid-cap segments of the South
African market.
The MSCI Taiwan Index is a free-float adjusted market capitalization weighted index that is designed to track the equity
market performance of Taiwanese securities listed on Taiwan Stock Exchange and GreTai Securities Market.
The MSCI World Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization weighted index that is designed to measure the equity
market performance of developed markets. The MSCI World Index consists of the following 23 developed market country
indices: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Ireland, Israel, Italy,
Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and
the United States.
The MSCI USA Index is a free float adjusted market capitalization index that is designed to measure large- and mid-cap
U.S. equity market performance.
The S&P 500 Index is an unmanaged, market-capitalization weighted index that consists of the 500 largest publicly traded
U.S. companies and is considered representative of the broad U.S. stock market
© 2014 SEI
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This material represents an assessment of the market environment at a specific point in time and is not intended to be a
forecast of future events, or a guarantee of future results. This information should not be relied upon by the reader as
research or investment advice. This information is for educational purposes only.
There are risks involved with investing, including loss of principal. Current and future portfolio holdings are subject to risks
as well. Diversification may not protect against market risk. International investments may involve risk of capital loss from
unfavorable fluctuation in currency values, from differences in generally accepted accounting principles or from economic
or political instability in other nations. Emerging markets involve heightened risks related to the same factors as well as
increased volatility and lower trading volume. Narrowly focused investments and smaller companies typically exhibit
higher volatility. Bonds and bond funds will decrease in value as interest rates rise. High yield bonds involve greater risks
of default or downgrade and are more volatile than investment grade securities, due to the speculative nature of their
investments.
Index returns are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent actual fund performance. Index performance returns
do not reflect any management fees, transaction costs or expenses. Indexes are unmanaged and one cannot invest
directly in an index. Past performance does not guarantee future results.
Information provided by SEI Investments Management Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of SEI Investments
Company.
Neither SEI nor its subsidiaries are affiliated with your financial advisor.
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